
7. Passing and
Receiving
Dat e:
 

Venue:
Playing Fie ld

Durat io n: No  o f  Players: Abilit y / Level:
Beginner

Sessio n Go als:
Time to  work on your players' passing and receiving.
Being able to  pass the ball and contro l it will allow your
team to  move the ball quickly (faster than even your
speediest player running with the ball) and stretch
opposition defences.

Perso nal Co aching Go als:
A team that wins games is one that works together,
that's why it's so  important fo r your players to
understand the importance o f passing.

Equipment :
Balls, Bibs, Cones, Ladders and Skipping Rope

Set Up

Pitch Layout  

 

Time at training is
precious!
To ensure your
players are working
hard throughout set
up the cones for this
session before your
players arrive to
training.
Diagram shows a
suggested pitch set-
up for this session.

Warm Up

Ladders
Coaching Tips

Focus on speed here, with quick short
steps, raised knees and pumping arms for
extra speed!

 

Ladde r 1:
When the player
reaches the end of the
first ladder, the coach
shows them which way
to go (left/right).
The player must react
and sidestep to that
side and then sprints
off again.
The player must run
with head up so he can see the coach's decision.
Ladde r 2:
In the 2nd practice the ladder is bent at a right angles in the
middle.
The player must place two feet in each rung, firstly going
forward and then secondly side-stepping across.
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Twin Tag  

 

Two players hold
hands or a bib
between them and
have to try and tag the
other players.
When they tag
someone they also
link hands with the
pair.
On catching the 4th
player they should
split and form 2 pairs and continue to catch, until no one is
left to tag.
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Putt ing power into the pass

Push passing
Coaching Tips

Players' hands should be apart on the
stick, but similar 'double V grip' to the
hitting technique.
Players' heads should be positioned over
the right foot as the player starts to push
the ball. The head will finish well over the
left foot once the follow through has been
completed.
The ball should be almost a full stick length
away from the body. The ball should start in
front of the right foot and will be released
when it has passed the left foot. Keep the
stick in contact with the ball for as long as
possible.
A good follow through technique will see
the head of the stick pointing at the
intended target. Keeping both feet on the
ground when in contact with the ball will
help the player stay balanced throughout
the pushing technique, and will help the
transfer of weight from right foot to left.
On the move -  players should use the
'cross-over' step where the penultimate
step is the right foot crossing behind the
left foot. This motion allows the player to
stay in a low position throughout the push.

 

One ball between 2
players. The ball for
each practice starts
with the passer
passing the ball from a
static position.
However, it is very
important to make the
passer walk or run
with the ball before
passing. This makes it
more realistic.
The pattern of run should be straight while running but
sideways when passing (like throwing a javelin).
Each player standing on a line (either existing, made or
pretend).
They should put their feet either side of the line so that the
line is in the middle of their feet. The aim of the practice is to
pass and receive the ball from and on the line.

A common mistake  for moving and passing :
Passer does not put his/her body in a sideways position
before passing the ball.
The ball is stopped in front of the line, hence the ball will
jump over the stick. The ball is pushed too far in front of the
line, therefore no power in the pass.
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Passing in pairs
Notes

Variation:
If you want to improve your players'
passing power try this -  this time players
are trying to score a goal through their
partner's cones.
The first player to score 5 times is the
winner (distance depends on age of
players , but 5-10m should be enough).

Coaching Tips

Re ce iving skills :
Receive the ball in front of the right foot
with weight on right foot in order to pass
ball in either direction.
Eyes watch the ball onto stick and
"Cushion" the ball with soft hands on
receipt (stick moves back a little to give as
the ball is received).
As players improve they should have some
idea of what they will do next having
looked (scanned) (before they control the
ball) they may pass left or right or run with
the ball etc.
1st touch is important because it allows
you to put the ball where you want to use it
next.

 

This practice is
designed to improve
passing accuracy.
The players position
themselves behind
their goals and have
to try and pass the ball
to each other with the
ball rolling between
each set of cones.
This can be either
against each other (first to 5) or as a pair (the first pair to
achieve 6).
successful passes.

Pass And Follow Exercise
Notes

To keep the drill continuous once the
player by the last cone has received the
ball they have to run with the ball, to the
queue at the start.

 

A simple pass and
follow exercose.
Place some cones at
random on the pitch
and have a player
without a ball by each
cone and the rest of
the players at the start
with a ball.
A player passes the
ball and follows it to
the first cone where that pass went. The player waiting at the
first cone receives the ball, passes it to the 2nd cone and so
on.

Final Game

Push On The Move
Notes

Every time a ball roles over the line put in a
new ball. No ball may be retrieved from
behind the line at the end of the game.
Count the number of balls behind each
line to find out which team has won.

 

Players start with
equal amounts of
balls on each side
(half as many balls
as there are
players). The aim of
the game is to pass
the ball through
your opponent's
area (straight
through, not out
through the side).
Players that receive a ball have to run with the ball to the line
with cones and try to push the ball across the opposite
skipping rope line (the end z one).
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